Speaking at the end of the Kabul Process summit, Abd-Allah said: ‘Those who use suicide and terrorism as a means that you still eventually fail.’

Abdullah further added: ‘We will seek justice and our leaders and from the leadership and powerful to overcome your dark and evil intentions.’

In regards to those involved in the recent-long emergency and deadly attacks, CEO Abdullah said: ‘To those who are manipulated, brain-washed & used as fodder, there is no reward awaiting the manipulator of inhuman beings. In other words, Abdullah paid tribute to the recent victims of the global terrorist attacks, including the victims of the London terror attack.

He ended by adding that support and calling for genuine state-to-state cooperation and regional mechanisms to eliminate the menace of terrorism. ‘In the fight against terrorism, we must use the same toolkit, whether we confront terrorists or state action enabling terrorism,’ he added.

CEO Abdullah also added that the ongoing situation in Afghanistan has external routes, emphasizing that the leadership council of the terrorist groups are located outside the country and are using their safe havens for the deadly attacks in Afghanistan.’

‘Terrorists’ (MoI on P.45-)

However, the MoI did not comment on how the track managed to reach the most highly-controversial parts of the capital.

‘Pakistan is the key player in this incident like in the past, but our investigation is investigating the incident and those investigations have not been released,” said a senior spokesman.

According to the MoI, Pakistan’s spy agency Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) is likely to be involved. (More on P.45-)
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Rocket Strikes Indian Ambassador’s Residence in Kabul

KABUL – A rocket struck Indian Ambassador Hansraj Varma’s diplomatic compound in Kabul on Tuesday when a key meeting on peace was underway in the capital, police said.

Varma was injured in the rocket attack and an Afghan police official said 150 Afghans lost their lives while 350 others were wounded in the May 31 truck bombing in the capital.
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